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T

he retail development world is
changing. Until a few years ago, development of retail power centers and
malls were easy to design, if anchor
tenants sought expansion in specific locations and demographics supported it. Things are changing, and
rapidly so. No longer can the popular
brands easily forecast their futures
as they once did. As a result, bricks
and mortar retail performance and
construction is slowing down. Article after article are forever changing
the landscape we thought was indestructible. So many familiar retailers
that we frequented so often in our
youth, no longer exists or are on the
brink of bankruptcy. These retailers
have no choice now but to think beyond just survival. In prior years, you
could follow the innovation but today,
you need to create it, and continue to
drive it forward.
These days convenience is driving
the success of retail centers, and
technology is the catalyst. So, what
is the root cause for such an impact
on brick and mortar stores? Is retail,
as we have known it for many years,
really dying?
The answers is YES, to the way shopping centers are currently designed,
and NO, retail is not dying, it is simply
evolving! Walmart knows all to well
that E-commerce is playing a much
larger role in retail today. Simply put,
E-commerce provides shoppers with
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Our Strategy To Success

convenience. So the question is, do people still want to shop? The answer is
YES, people still love shopping! However, E-commerce brings convenience,
and so a challenge about how Walmart & Sam’s Clubs brick and mortar centers can comingle with E-commerce emerges. It is a perplex question with no
simple answer. Yet we have some thoughts and experience to share about
this.
The common development goal as it has always been, is to focus on increasing visitor foot traffic to retail centers. In the past, designers were mostly con-

cerned with aesthetics and developing robust design themes for retail
destinations. Often, these themes
had no authentic connection to the
local community within which a retail center was located. Today, successful retail center design requires
an understanding of local community
needs and expectations. Local jurisdictions and shoppers seek places
beyond home and work with which
they can identify and enjoy spending time. Millennials are so integrally
connected via there smart phones to
help ease their daily lives, that centers need to be prepared to assure
that internet connectivity is available;
more importantly, that the highest
speeds are available.
Local and regional food, beverage
and entertainment tenants have been
successfully helping grow and maintain retail centers over the past few
years. But this market condition may
begin to slow, becoming oversaturated in many locations. Successful
retail centers require more than food
and beverage solutions to become
desirable destinations. Retail centers
need to become their own sustainable eco-systems. This is the type
of place visitors can spend quality
time with family and friends, between
practical errands, shopping, dining
and simply enjoying safe and lively entertaining venues. New retail
places ought to offer choices to families with and without children, active
adults, and millennials as well. Centers that focus on attracting diverse
ages and demographic groups are
often poised for successful business
and visitor experiences.

Centers need to be more diverse, and offer tenants essential services such
as healthcare, emergent care, child daycare, dog care, fitness, wellness, and
the list goes on. Envision a center where you can conveniently gather your
daily necessities without having to drive from one destination to another. Today, evolving retail centers are becoming the new community centers where
the people’s daily needs are getting satisfied in one convenient, safe and
well-designed location. Convenience and desire is a way to begin to commingle with E-commerce.
As the real estate and design industry works to determine the future of retail
centers, it is important to note, “for something better to evolve something
worse has to die”.
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PRIMARY PILLARS

CONNECTIVITY

Walmart’s Reimagined vision is intended to encourage sound and
quality development in the community Walmart & Sam’s serve. The design and orientation of new shopping
centers are reinforced to be pedestrian oriented and special streetscape improvements are encouraged
to be established to create rich, and
enjoyable public and private spaces.

The goal is to make the centers not
only pedestrian and public transportation friendly, but walkable, bikeable, and designed in the spirit of
sustainable design. Every reimaged
site requires connectivity to the
main store. Connectivity is the key
essential component!
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So how do we as the
Walmart team begin
to approach existing
sites, sites with excess land or new potential sites?

LOVELAND SITE

PRIMARY PILLARS

We have 3 primary pillars. The inner box are the functions and programs that contribute to successful shopping centers today. The outer box encases the inner box via 2 ancillary type pillars but extremely essential to the performance
of these shopping centers. Therefore, our real estate focus is to incorporate the key essential components of each of
the pillars to the extent possible.

Our internal quintiles share a lot of
information and clearly define certain geographical location suitable
for a reimagined locations. There are
particular situations when the quintiles are not met but yet the team
may permit such an opportunity due
to the typology of the surrounding
site. In essence, allowing the opportunity to increase the performance
of the quintiles.
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The Reimagined Primary Pillars

1. The Reimagined Vision
a. Food
b. Beverage
c. Entertainment
d. Essential Services
e. Wellness

2. Store & Community Connectivity
a. Pedestrian & Public transportation
friendly
b. Network of sidewalks, paths, bike
paths connecting back to the store
c. Connectivity to rivers & streams
d. Visual Connectivity to the store

3. Public Social Amenities
a. Gathering Places
b. Event Centers
c. Communal Areas
d. Parks & Dog Parks
e. Recreational areas
f. Venue opportunities
g. Mobility Hubs
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1

The objective is to create a sense of place,
a destination that can be appreciated by the
various demographics of our community,
from the young to our seniors and from all income levels. A place where daily needs can
be accomplished or acquired without having
to continually drive and park to other destinations. A shopping community. In essence,
the goal is to create a thriving economical
sustainable eco system.

2

PILLAR No. 1

3

Our centers should focus on diverse tenants and include the following mix of Local
and National Tenants;
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Pillar No. 1: The Reimagined Vision

4

Food, Sit-down Restaurants,
Quick Service Restaurants & Cafés
Beverage Venues
Entertainment
Essential Services
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Customer daily needs are met by our
everyday necessities. We need fuel
to drive our automobiles. We need
food to survive. We need medication
to fight off illnesses and we need
clothing to accommodate our daily
needs. Walmart provides this and a
lot more. Our reimagined sites have
to focus on the implementation of
OGP but more importantly it has be
a primary focus of our centers. Easily recognizable from the point you
enter the site. Our fuel centers need
to be positioned for maximum exposure and costumer ease of access.
Towers need to be placed strategically in the centers for convenience.

ZONES

Centers today are populated with
our standard National brands, many
with a drive through. These type of
building designs discourage human
interaction by interrupting connectivity to its surrounding. Consider
rethinking these building pads by allowing extended plazas and seating
with neighboring pads and possibly
small parks or entertainment zones.
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Pillar No. 1: The Reimagined Vision
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Focus on unique restaurants both
sit down and QSR’s. A combination
of local and national. Americans are
looking for healthier choices. They
are also looking for culturally driven
foods. Food halls, container parks
and food trucks are becoming more
common in the market place as well.
These type of “FOODIE” venues
in combination with entertainment
help provide a community destination. Somewhere for all.

PILLAR No. 1

Pedestrian scale buildings, open spaces, natural materials have created a recognizable character that is commonly found within the neighboring communities. New development should take into account these development themes in the vicinity and specifically address in all land use applications how the proposed architecture
complies with context sensitive design techniques. This is not a rigid prescription, but rather a statement of
preference for buildings that resonate with the local community. It is important to note that a literal interpretation of the community is not the intent but rather utilizing similar type color pallets, materials, are encouraged
to be instituted.

Create a sense uniqueness, buildings and public
spaces are encouraged to be designed appropriate to contextual typology. Climate conditions
afford the opportunity to take significant advantage of porticos, arcades, overhangs, awnings,
and other appropriate means to provide shelter
from the summer sun and the winter snow. Trellises can also provide shade to pedestrian areas
in the moderate times of year.
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Pillar No. 1: The Reimagined Vision
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Our centers will focus on Store & Community Connectivity;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pedestrian & Public transportation friendly
Network of sidewalks, paths, bike paths connecting back to the store
Visual Connectivity to the store
Mobility Hubs
Connectivity to rivers & streams

3

2

5

4

PILLAR No. 2

1
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Pillar No. 2: Store & Community Connectivity
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Pedestrian areas should be safe, visually attractive, and well defined by
landscaping and lighting. Clearly defined pedestrian walkways or paths
should be provided from parking areas to primary building entrances,
especially the Walmart and or Sam’s
store.

CONNECTIVITY

Design walkways and parking lots so that pedestrians will not have to cross parking aisles
and landscape islands to reach building entries.
Raised walkways, decorative paving, landscaping, and/or bollards should be used to separate
pedestrians from vehicular circulation to the extent possible. Textured paving or stamped concrete should be provided at crosswalks within
the project as supplement and or alternative to
a painted stripe designation provided it does not
conflict with ADA access requirements.
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Pillar No. 2: Store & Community Connectivity
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Areas in and around buildings should be
designed with the pedestrian in mind.
Landscaping and pedestrian scaled elements such as awnings or trellises
should be integrated into the elevation
and the passageway should be safely lit.
All pick-up/drop-off areas are encouraged to be designed to not interfere with
other planned circulation on the site so
as to provide adequate space and facilities for the safe loading and unloading of
passengers and cargo.

PILLAR No. 2

Ensuring cyclists have a safe, reliable place to park is essential to promoting a bicycle friendly environment.
Creative bicycle racks which serve as public art are desired and encouraged. Racks must be securely anchored to the ground or building so as to prevent the rack from being removed. Bicycle parking areas are
encouraged to be visible, secure, accessible, easy to use, and convenient. Cyclists should easily spot shortterm parking when they arrive from the street. A highly visible location discourages theft and vandalism.
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Pillar No. 2: Store & Community Connectivity
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Our centers will focus on Communal
Areas & Amenities;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

4

5

PILLAR No. 3

1

Gathering Places
Event Centers
Communal Areas
Parks & Dog Parks
Recreational Areas
Venue Opportunities

2
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Pillar No. 3: Communal Areas & Amenities

3

6
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AMENITIES
Parks have a significant impact on the development of
children and the happiness
of everyone in a community. Parks provide space for
neighborhood residents to
interact with each other and
meet new people. We are all
connected to parks in one
fashion or another as we
grew up. Today more than
ever, parks are such a significant part of our daily lives.
We all continually frequent
them and meet new people.
Parks provide numerous possible venue opportunities. A
park is perfect for a picnic, a
concert, or a farmer’s market—whatever our neighboring community feels it needs.
Combining Parks with Food
Beverage and Entertainment
provides endless possibilities for our customers. Gives
our customers a purpose to
visit our centers. Parks and
unpaved areas also help in
achieving our overall sustainable goals. Unpaved ground
absorbs water and also reduces heat island effect.
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Pillar No. 3: Communal Areas & Amenities

According to recent studies, over a third of all U.S.
households have one or more dogs. Armed with this
fact, community parks and recreation departments are
becoming more likely to include dog parks in addition
to facilities such as splash play areas. When making
plans for our reimagined sites, it’s important to weigh
the benefits of community dog parks and the positive
effect they can have on our neighboring communities
as a whole. Dog parks can act as a gathering spot for
pet parents. Consider the connectivity this function
could have to our pet supplies within our stores.
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PILLAR No. 3

Site furniture and other amenities significantly contribute to the overall image of any commercial development. These elements include benches, waste receptacles, planters, railings, bollards, bike racks, and
tree grates in plazas. Benches provided near drop
off areas and entryways to major buildings allow the
customers to find places to retreat or relax. Planters
are a welcome features in plazas areas, building entry
areas, and other paved open areas to give scale to
the pedestrian ways. Waste and recycling receptacles
are encouraged to be provided at strategic locations,
public plazas, and near benches.
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Pillar No. 3: Communal Areas & Amenities
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1. The Reimagined Vision
1. Food
a.
b.
c.
d.

QSR
Containers
Food Trucks
Sit-down Restaurants

2. Beverage
a.
Wine Bar
b.
Beer Hall

2. Store & Community Connectivity
a. Pedestrian & Public transportation
friendly
b. Network of sidewalks, paths, bike
paths connecting back to the store
c. Connectivity to rivers & streams
e. Visual Connectivity to the store

3. Public Social Amenities
a. Gathering Places
b. Event Centers
c. Communal Areas
d. Parks & Dog Parks
e. Recreational areas
f. Venue opportunities
g. Mobility Hubs

3. Essential Services
a.
Urgent Care Facility
b.
Dialysis
c.
Pet Hospital
d.
Fuel
e.
Banking
f.
Liquor & Beer Sales
4. Entertainment
a.
Bowling
b.
Arcades
c.
Music
d.
Drive Ranges
e.
Movie Theatres
5. Wellness
a.
Small Fitness Venue
b.
Large Fitness Venue
c.
Nutritional Services
d.
Health Supplies
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REVIEW: Pillars
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OGP

Online Grocery Pickup (OGP) needs to be primary component
of implementation when reimagining our sites. The OGP should
be prominently visible from the point you enter the site and
more importantly needs to be integrally part of the overall design theme and concept and not treated as a simple appendage
to our building.
Our guidelines provide extensive detail on positioning and OGP
requirements that need to be implemented. That being said,
considering the pedestrian friendly environments we are trying
to achieve in our reimagined sites, slight modifications to circulation may need to be considered so as not to impact the safety
of our pedestrian circulation.
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Case Study: OGP
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TOWERS & PADS

Traditionally, pads with a drive through tend to isolate themselves and their surroundings. Basically requiring customers to either cross parking stalls or the
drive through to enter the Pad. In essence creating an
island. Simply rethinking the drive through circulation
will provide opportunities to bring connectivity between neighboring pads. It will also allow you to consider the implementation of pocket parks, play areas,
etc. Pads should be laid out and organized to create
a community type setting similar a town center feel.
A sense of place, unity between the pads and not the
traditional isolation.
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Case Study: Towers & Unique Pads
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EVENT AREAS

Events are commonly used for raising people’s interests in
using exterior space for social interaction. In communities
with shortages of public and or event spaces, shopping centers may have the ability in helping community development.
Events are a strategical instrument for helping stimulate public interest. When spaces provide for human activities, these
activities trigger social interactions. Traditional festivals are
the most common events for social activities in many culture
systems, as they can arouse social identity and strengthen
social bonds for local people. Consider for an example a simple park like setting where food trucks can gather. Where kids
and adults can interact. A place where we all can enjoy.
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Case Study: Unique Event Areas
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INTERIOR TENANTS

We have been known to utilize our continual pool of interior tenants in our stores. Consider a shift with this opportunity as part of our reimaging vision to rethink these typical type tenants. Millennials are making healthier choices,
we are all making healthier choices and diversifying in our food selections. Local brands are stronger today than they
have ever been. Rather than just having a tenant to accommodate our current shopper while in the store consider
as tenant that draws customers to their venue and thus increasing foot traffic in our stores. Somewhere we all could
visit for lunch or after work. Something that combined eating with beverage and entertainment or meeting up with
friends. A purpose for our customers to come visit our stores. If we consider taking it it one step further, we could
include connectivity to the exterior of our stores and include outdoor dining as we frequently find in new town centers. This concept is a game changer. QSR are providing takeout or pickup as we are. Wouldn’t it be great to pickup
dinner and your groceries simultaneously at our OGP. What if we have our groceries delivered to our customers as
we are doing in some markets and now include the dinner as well in the future or vice versa.
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Case Study: Interior Tenants
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MOBILITY HUBS

Mobility Hubs are much more than transportation facilities.
They connect the various modes of transportation such
as public and private transportation (Buses and Rail, Uber,
Taxi, etc.), car rentals such as Zip Cars, Shuttle Buses,
cycling, walking, automobiles, car charging stations, etc.
Positioning Mobility Hubs in centers of activities such as
our reimagined sites, would be connecting a major area
of activity, encompassing entertainment, shopping, recreations, essential services and so many other amenities.
Not all of our sites warrant mobility hubs, but where we do
have the opportunity, it so essential that we consider the
potential this could have on our stores.
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Case Study: Mobility Hubs
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